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Abstract

This paper is prompted by and based on earlier research into developers' overconfidence as one of the main causes of spreadsheet 

errors. Similar to related research, the aim of the paper was to ascertain the existence of overconfidence, and then examine the 

possibility of its reduction by means of experimental treatment designed for the needs of the research. A quasi-experiment was 

conducted to this end, in which 62 students of the Faculty of Economics of the University of Novi Sad participated, divided into the 

experimental and control group. Participants of both groups developed domain free spreadsheets in two iterations each. After the 

first iterations, students in the experimental group were subjected to experimental treatment: they attended lectures on spreadsheet 

errors taxonomies supported by real-life examples, and about spreadsheet best practices in the area of spreadsheet error prevention. 

Results showed that spreadsheet developers who were informed about spreadsheet error taxonomies and spreadsheet best practices 

create more accurate spreadsheets and are less self-confident in terms of accuracy of their spreadsheets.
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1 Introduction
Shadow IT, manifested in the form of applications and 
processes developed and/or acquired without the knowl-
edge and/or support of the IT department, exists in 
organisations in parallel with the official IT infrastruc-
ture (Chua et al., 2014; King and Azad, 2014; Rentrop 
and Zimmermann, 2012; Sakal et al., 2017a; 2017b; 
Zimmermann et al., 2016). In the broad spectrum of 
its manifestation forms, ranging from smart phones 
to complex on-demand cloud services (Kopper and 
Westner, 2016), a prominent place is taken up by spread-
sheets, developed by end users of non-IT domicil-
ity, for the needs of performing their own or their col-
leagues' tasks (Bellino et al., 2010; Hill and Barnes, 2011). 
The frequency of use of spreadsheets as shadow IT arte-
facts is not surprising, given that they are one of the first 
end-user computer tools to achieve widespread popular-
ity (Kruck et al., 2003), owing to their usability and flex-
ibility (Baker et al., 2006; Panko and Aurigemma, 2010; 
Pemberton and Robson, 2000). Their range of use is 
broad and diverse, practically universal, ranging from 

keeping simple records to supporting key business pro-
cesses (Panko, 2013; Panko and Sprague, 1999).

Spreadsheets are often associated with the follow-
ing concepts: End User Development (EUD), End User 
Programming (EUP); End User Tailoring (EUT); End User 
Software Engineering (EUSE). (More information on indi-
vidual terms is given in the paper by Sakal et al., 2016b). 
End users developing applications for themselves are often 
called user developers or end user programmers, while 
those who only use such applications are referred to end 
user consumers or just end users (Govindarajulu, 2003; 
Ko et al., 2011). As regards spreadsheet development, they 
are mostly created and used by the same persons. This paper 
will use the term spreadsheet developer, i.e. term denoting 
the end user who creates and uses spreadsheets.

In addition to benefits such as analyze and visualize data 
sets in accessible ways, spreadsheets often result in errors 
as well, with devastating financial and reputation-related 
consequences (EuSpRIG). The examples of spreadsheet 
errors from practice are justifiably described by the epithet 
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"horror stories" (Aurigemma and Panko, 2014; Caulkins et 
al., 2007; EuSpRIG). Panko states that a large portion of 
spreadsheet errors are never detected, and therefore calls 
spreadsheets "The Dark Matter (and Dark Energy) of 
Corporate IT" (Panko, 2013).

In addition to the lack of adequate spreadsheet tech-
niques related knowledge (Ferreira and Visser, 2012; Kulesz 
and Zitzelsberger, 2012), self-learning and unawareness of 
the dangers and risks of the use of spreadsheets (Lawson 
et al., 2009; Powell et al., 2009a; 2009b), the occurrence of 
spreadsheet errors is also greatly contributed to by devel-
opers' overconfidence (Panko, 2007; 2009; Raković, 2014). 
Similar to related research, the aim of the paper was to 
examine whether overconfidence, and consequently num-
ber of spreadsheet errors, can be reduced by education 
on error taxonomies, providing examples of the conse-
quences of spreadsheet errors from practice, and pointing 
to the best practices of spreadsheet error prevention.

In addition to the introduction, the paper is structured 
into five other section. Section 2 presents the results of 
related research that were used to define the research 
hypotheses and set up the research design. After the 
research design, described in Section 3, research results 
are presented in Section 4, and discussed in Section 5. 
Finally, Section 6 presents conclusive considerations, lim-
itations of the conducted research and proposals for future 
research. In addition to the list of used sources, the paper 
also contains four appendices.

2 Related research
Using the domain-free (no need for particular domain 
knowledge) Wall problem (the task of creating a bid for 
wall construction, see Appendix 1), Panko (1996) con-
ducted a study in which 72 students participated. Students 
created a spreadsheet for the Wall problem at home. 
In addition to developing their spreadsheets, the students 
filled in a questionnaire to assess their own spreadsheet 
knowledge, adequacy of their knowledge for resolving 
tasks, etc. The author included a control group as well, 
who created a spreadsheet for the same task, but in the 
classroom. Research results found that the first group of 
students (the experimental group who created spread-
sheets at home) created 38 % incorrect spreadsheets and 
the other (control group) 30 %. Later, Panko confirmed his 
research results with his co-author Sprague (Panko and 
Sprague, 1999), conducting an experiment with a bigger 
number of participants (152 students who created spread-
sheets based on the Wall problem). In this research as 

well, the percentage of incorrect spreadsheets was higher 
than one-third (35 % incorrect spreadsheets). Irons (2003) 
conducted a study in which, in addition to Panko's Wall 
problem, he also used the Ball task (a task requiring more 
advanced knowledge of algebra, and therefore was not 
domain free). Having built two spreadsheet models, the 
participants were interviewed. The study only included 
11 participants. The participants were students and aca-
demic staff (fellows). 18.18 % of spreadsheets built for 
the Wall problem contained errors, whereas the percent-
age of incorrect spreadsheets for Ball problem amounted 
to 71.42 %. Researching the types of errors (quantitative 
and qualitative errors), which can occur even within the 
domain-free spreadsheet problems, Teo and Tan (1999) 
used the modified Wall problem. The research included 
a total of 176 undergraduate business students, who 
attended a course in information systems. In the first part 
of the experiment, the students created spreadsheets at 
home, like in Panko's study (1996). The second part of the 
experiment involved creating spreadsheets in the class-
room, in order to establish whether there are differences 
between completing the task at home and in the classroom. 
The study included 168 developed spreadsheets for both 
parts of the experiment. In the first part, 41.7 % spread-
sheets contained an error, whereas this number was some-
what higher in the second (50 % incorrect spreadsheets).

In addition to studying spreadsheet errors, the 
researchers also dealt with spreadsheet developers' over-
confidence. The influence of awareness of the errors is 
prominent as one of the ways to influence the reduction 
in the number of errors. Benham and Giullian (2005) 
proved that the number of incorrect spreadsheets can 
be reduced if the spreadsheet developers are aware of 
the existence of spreadsheet errors. Panko (2007; 2009) 
points out that overconfidence is high among spreadsheet 
developers. In the study he conducted, he first proved 
spreadsheet developers' overconfidence, and then the fact 
that it can be reduced by warning of spreadsheet errors. 
Spreadsheet developers' overconfidence was also demon-
strated in Raković (2014), which was reached by analyz-
ing the spreadsheets submitted by spreadsheet developers 
who participated in the study. In most cases, spreadsheet 
developers underestimated the number of errors, or were 
completely unaware of the existence of errors in their 
spreadsheets. Purser and Chadwick (2006) found that the 
ability to identify spreadsheet errors is directly correlated 
to spreadsheet experience and awareness of the existence 
of particular types of errors.
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Although human errors are impossible to elimi-
nate (Panko, 2008; Powell et al., 2008; 2009b), influenc-
ing the spreadsheet developers' awareness of their exis-
tence, as well as the use of certain design guidelines by 
spreadsheet developers may influence the reduction of 
the number of errors, with simultaneous improvement of 
the quality of spreadsheets (Bewig, 2005; Raković, 2014). 
Kulesz and Zitzelsberger (2012) point out that apply-
ing certain good practices and guidelines may improve 
the quality of spreadsheets, especially after modification 
of spreadsheets during their use. Some of the guidelines 
and good practices include: separated spreadsheets inputs 
and outputs (positions of cells containing inputs sepa-
rated from the positions of cells containing formulas or 
functions into two wholes) (Bewig, 2005; Dunn, 2010; 
Raković, 2014; 2019); recommendation not to use con-
stants (hard-coding, numbers in formulas) in formulas 
(isolating them into separate cells) (Dunn, 2010; Grossman 
and Özlük, 2004); set validation on cells for input (e.g. a 
cell can receive only integers which are in a certain 
range or only elements belonging to a list) (Bewig, 2005; 
Raković, 2014; 2019; Read and Batson, 1999); using as 
simple a formula as possible (separating complex for-
mulas into several cells; the formula should contains as 
few operands as possible) (Colver, 2004; O'Beirne, 2010) 
and different formatting spreadsheet inputs and outputs 
(using different colors for background of cells containing 
the user's inputs and cells containing formulas or func-
tions) (Raffensperger, 2003; Read and Batson, 1999).

The above described studies and conclusions of indi-
vidual authors served as the starting point for problem 
definition and research design. Most related studies used 
students as participants, which is a good basis for com-
paring research results. Students who participated in the 
study were divided into two groups. Both groups created 
the same spreadsheet for a problem that did not require 
additional knowledge except the use of spreadsheet pro-
grams. After developing the spreadsheets, only the first 
group of students attended lectures on spreadsheet errors 
and selected good practices of spreadsheet development. 
Then both groups once again created spreadsheets for 
the same domain free problem. The aim was to ascertain 
whether the lecture that the students attended influenced 
the number of errors and the quality of the developed 
spreadsheet. The purpose of the other group of students 
was to eliminate the possible influence of external vari-
ables on the results. A detailed description of research 
design is presented in the following section.

3 Research design 
The following research hypotheses were defined based on 
the set research objective:

• H1 – If spreadsheet developers are informed about 
spreadsheet errors and taxonomies and good prac-
tices guidelines, they create spreadsheets containing 
a smaller number of errors.

• H2 – If spreadsheet developers are informed about 
spreadsheet errors, they will be less overconfident 
about the accuracy of their spreadsheets.

To examine the set research hypotheses, a quasi-experi-
ment was conducted. The participants were third-year stu-
dents of undergraduate studies of the Faculty of Economics 
of the University of Novi Sad. Before the experiment, within 
the course in Information Technologies, the students com-
pleted the elementary and advanced spreadsheet course.

The research design is schematically presented in Fig. 1 
(the design was created based on Ristić, 2011, p. 107). 
To control a possible influence of numerous external vari-
ables, two groups of students were used: experimental and 
control. The groups were not formed by randomizing; the 
existing groups of students were taken. As the Faculty of 
Economics of the University of Novi Sad teaches courses 
in two locations (the cities of Novi Sad and Subotica), stu-
dents from Novi Sad were used as the experimental group, 
and students from Subotica were the control group. The stu-
dents of both groups did not know each other, had a sim-
ilar previous knowledge (they attended the same courses 
taught by the same lecturers in each location) and had a 
similar grade point average. They did not have experience 
in the use of spreadsheets except for what they acquired in 
the Information Technologies course. Both groups of stu-
dents developed a spreadsheet for the Wall problem (based 
on Panko, 1996, described in Appendix 1) in two itera-
tions. This is a domain free task, which does not require 
domain-specific knowledge from a specific area. In the 

Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of the research design
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specific case, the students were presented with a task to 
draft a calculation for a bid for building a wall of stone 
or brick. They were given only initial parameters, that are 
conditions regarding the number of workers, number of 
man hours required for the construction of the wall, the 
size of the wall, the workers' wages, cost price of brick 
and stone, and regarding the amount of the desired profit. 
Appendix 2 presents a possible solution to the problem.

Having created the spreadsheet, the students filled 
in the questionnaire shown in Appendix 3, based on 
Panko (1996) up on completion of the task. After the first 
iteration, only the experimental group of students were 
subjected to experimental treatment. The experimen-
tal treatment comprised a three-part lecture. In the first 
part, the students were informed about numerous exam-
ples of spreadsheet errors, the so-called "horror sto-
ries" (EuSpRIG; Raković, 2014), for instance, an error 
caused by reformatting of a spreadsheet built in MS Excel 
resulted in the largest bankruptcy lawsuit in the history 
of the USA (Havenstein, 2008). A minor administrative 
error (cut and paste) cost the Canadian company Trans 
Alta 24 million dollars (French, 2003), etc. The students 
were advised that, although such stories appear, they are 
considered to be a mere tip of an iceberg, as many errors 
are never publicized do to fear of reputation damage, and 
many errors are not even detected. The second part of the 
lecture addressed the existing taxonomies of spreadsheet 
errors (Raković, 2014; Sakal et al., 2015; 2016a). Four tax-
onomies were presented, which were elaborated in Sakal 
et al., 2016a; 2016b. For example, Powel et al. (2008; 
2009a; 2009b) divide errors into: logic errors, reference 
errors, hard-coding errors, copy / paste errors, data input 
errors, and omission errors. The third part of the lec-
ture elaborating on good practice guidelines for creating 
spreadsheets (Raković et al., 2015; Raković, 2014; 2019). 
At the end of the experiment, within briefing about research 
results, students of both control and experimental group, as 
potential influencers of business life and corporate social 
responsibility (Binzberger, 2006; Tokarčíková et al., 2015), 
were also informed about the significance of responsible 
creation and use of spreadsheets.

A total of 62 students participated in the study. 
The pretest (the first iteration of the quasi-experiment) 
was taken by 37 and test iteration 2 (the second iteration 
of the quasi experiment, conducted after experimental 
treatment) by 35 students from the experimental group. 
Within the control group, pretest was taken by 25, and 
posttest by 24 participants. The responses of participants 
(students) who did not participate in the posttest as well 

were ignored. As the size of the sample was not suffi-
cient, Bootstrap method was applied (bootstrap results 
are mostly based on 1000 bootstrap samples).

4 Research results
The quasi-experiment was conducted in two iterations. 
Each iteration consisted of two parts: developing the spread-
sheet and filling in the questionnaire. The following sec-
tion first presents the research results based on the analysis 
of created spreadsheets, and then from the questionnaire.

4.1 Spreadsheets evaluation results
Based on the literature overview, eight categories were 
defined according to which spreadsheets created by stu-
dents were evaluated: 

1. accurate output results; 
2. errors in model setup; 
3. hardcoding errors; 
4. input errors; 
5. the use of validation; 
6. separate inputs and outputs; 
7. differently formatted inputs and outputs; 
8. use of complex formulas.

Categories number 1., 2. and 4. point to the existence of 
errors, whereas other categories do not imply quantitative 
errors. Categories 3., 5., 6. and 7. refer to what are called 
qualitative errors (Leon et al., 2015; Powell et al., 2008; 
Przasnyski et al., 2011), which can negatively influence the 
use of spreadsheets and may result in quantitative errors. 
Results show that more than two-thirds of spreadsheets 
within the pretest contained an error (68.57 % experimen-
tal group, 66.67 % control group). The results changed 
within the posttest, so that more than four-fifths of stu-
dents from the experimental group created an accurate 
spreadsheet model, compared to somewhat more than one-
third of students from the control group. Table 1 shows 
the distribution of errors belonging to the eight categories.

Appendix 4 gives a table that presents the results of 
bootstrap analysis (column sig (2-tailed)). There is no 
statistically significant difference between the control 
and experimental group in the pretest. The table clearly 
shows that the experimental treatment has the effect on the 
dependent variable (p < 0.05), which specifically means:

• Students who were subjected to experimental treatment 
create more accurate spreadsheet tables (p = 0.002).

• Students who were subjected to experimental 
treatment make a smaller number of hardcoding 
errors (p = 0.003).
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• Students who were subjected to experimental treat-
ment make fewer input errors (p = 0.007).

• Students who were subjected to experimental treat-
ment use data validation to a greater extent (p = 0.006).

• Students who were subjected to experimental treat-
ment separate inputs and outputs from the spread-
sheet to a greater extent (p = 0.001).

• Students who were subjected to experimen-
tal treatment format model inputs and outputs 
differently (p = 0.008).

• Students who were subjected to experimental treatment 
use complex formulas to a smaller extent (p = 0.001).

4.2 Questionnaire results
Within the pretest, the average task completion time in 
the experimental group was 18.4, and in the control group 
18.8 minutes. Both the experimental and the control group 
assessed the task of spreadsheet development as medium 
difficult. Individual average values and standard devia-
tions are presented in Table 2.

Application of T-test for individual questions (questions 1, 
2, 3, 4 and 6) in the questionnaire did not result in establish-
ing statistically significant differences between responses in 
the pretest, which implies that the participants' knowledge of 
stories about errors, spreadsheet error taxonomies and good 

Table 1 Results of the analysis of the created spreadsheets

Spreadsheet assessment category

Pretest Posttest

Experimental group Control group Experimental group Control group

YES % NO % YES % NO % YES % NO % YES % NO %

E1 – Accurate output results 31.43 68.57 33.33 66.67 82.86 17.14 37.50 62.50

E2 – Errors in model setup 51.43 48.57 41.67 58.33 14.29 85.71 50.00 50.00

E3 – Hardcoding errors 85.71 14.29 87.50 12.50 11.43 88.57 79.17 20.83

E4 – Input errors 57.14 42.86 50.00 50.00 8.57 91.43 45.83 54.17

E5 – Use of validation 0 100 0 100 28.57 71.43 0 100

E6 – Separated inputs and outputs 5.71 94.29 4.17 95.83 57.14 42.86 4.17 95.83

E7 – Differently formatted inputs and outputs 0 100 0 100 28.57 71.43 0 100

E8 – Use of complex formulas 51.43 48.57 66.67 33.33 8.57 91.43 70.83 29.17

Table 2 Mean value and standard deviation of assessments for individual questions

Question

Pretest Posttest

Experimental group Control group Experimental group Control group

Average StDev Average StDev Average StDev Average StDev

Q1 – Time required for task completion (min) 18.40 9.07 18.83 6.83 21.22 5.80 19.33 6.37

Q2 – Task difficulty (assessments from 1 to 7; 1 – 
easy, 7 – difficult) 3.47 1.33 3.25 0.98 2.85 1.06 2.70 0.80

Q3 – My previous knowledge was (assessments 
from 1 to 7; 1 – sufficient, 7 – insufficient) 2.78 1.80 2.58 1.44 2.89 1.69 2.95 1.19

Q4 – Assess your experience in work with Excel 
(assessments from 1 to 7; 1 – no experience, 7 – 
expert experience)

3.49 1.09 3.50 1.06 3.48 1.01 3.45 1.14

Q6 – Assess the accuracy of your application 
from 0 to 100 % (0 % -completely inaccurate, 100 
% -completely accurate)

78.85 % 16.28 % 79.28 % 16.32 % 74.77 % 20.17 % 87.50 % 16.49 %

Q7 – Do you believe that errors in Excel 
workbooks can affect decision making in an 
organisation? (assessments from 1 to 7; 1 – cannot 
affect decision making, 7 – errors may affect 
decision making extremely negatively)

4.97 1.12 4.66 1.04 6.02 0.89 4.54 1.38
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practices guidelines for creating spreadsheet models does 
not affect the responses and attitudes of users surveyed by 
means of the questionnaire. For this reason, Mann-Whitney 
test was also applied after the T-test. The results of the con-
ducted Man-Whitney test point that, if pretest and posttest 
are considered, only question 7 contains statistically signifi-
cant differences (p < 0.05) relating to the participant’s opin-
ion on the influence of spreadsheet errors on decision mak-
ing in organizations (Table 3).

When observing question five (Questionnaire, 
Appendix 2), regarding the participant's assessment whether 
their created spreadsheet contains errors, we find that most 
students, from both groups, believe that their spreadsheets 
contain errors. Based on hypothesis 2, which reads if spread-
sheet developers are informed about spreadsheet errors, they 
will be less overconfident about the accuracy of their spread-
sheets, two statistical hypotheses are set here:

• H20: Selfconfpre = Selfconfpost
• H21: Selfconfpre > Selfconfpost.

The result of the application of McNemar test for the sig-
nificance of changes on the experimental group (p = 0.008) 
shows that self-confidence about the accuracy of one's 
own spreadsheet models is higher before learning about 

spreadsheet error than after learning about spreadsheet 
errors (Tables 4 and 5). Therefore, statistical hypothesis 
H20 is rejected, and research hypothesis H2 is confirmed.

5 Discussion
In comparison with related researches (Benham and 
Giullian, 2005; Panko, 2007; 2009), students who partici-
pated in the quasi-experiment showed approximately the 
same knowledge (experience) and self-confidence about 
their own spreadsheets. Research results show that before 
the experimental treatment, more than two-thirds of partic-
ipants (68.57 %) created spreadsheets that contained errors. 
The errors were mostly in model setup, use of constants in 
the formulas, or in input. This is a very high level of incor-
rect spreadsheets if compared with related research (pre-
sented in Section 2): Panko (1996) – 38 % incorrect spread-
sheets; Irons (2003) 18.18 % incorrect spreadsheets; Panko 
and Sprague (1999) – 35 % incorrect spreadsheets, and Teo 
and Tan (1999) with 41.7 % and 50 % incorrect spread-
sheets. After the experimental treatment, more than four-
fifths (82.86 %) of participants in the experimental group 
created accurate spreadsheets. The accuracy of spread-
sheets in the control group did not differ much in the pre-
test and posttest: 33.33 % and 37.5 % accurate spreadsheets 

Table 3 Test Statisticsa

P7 – pretest P7 – posttest

Mann-Whitney U 383.500 165.500

Wilcoxon W 708.500 465.500

Z -1.178 -4.061

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 0.239 0.000

Monte Carlo Sig. (2-tailed) Sig.
 99 % Confidence Interval Lower Bound
 Upper Bound

0.243b

0.232
0.254

0.000b

0.000
0.000

Monte Carlo Sig. (1-tailed) Sig.
 99 % Confidence Interval Lower Bound
 Upper Bound

0.121b

0.113
0.130

0.000b

0.000
0.000

a Grouping Variable: Group
b Based on 10000 sampled tables with starting seed 1573343031

Table 4 Q7 pre * Q7 post

Q7 post Total

YES NO YES

Q7 pre
YES 25 0 25

NO 8 2 10

Total 33 2 35

Table 5 McNemar Test

Value Exact Sig. 
(2-sided)

McNemar Test 0.008(a)

N of Valid Cases 35
a Binomial distribution used.
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respectively. Spreadsheet developers subjected to exper-
imental treatment create spreadsheets containing a lower 
number of errors in the setup. The use of constants in for-
mulas in the beginning does not result in quantitative errors; 
however, during the use and modifications, they can often 
turn into a quantitative error. When the spreadsheet devel-
opers are informed about this type of errors, the use of con-
stants in the formulas declines drastically (from 87.51 % 
to 11.43 %). Awareness of the errors also affects positively 
the quality of input, i.e. reduction in input errors. Data val-
idation, setting certain limitations in input etc. can prevent 
incorrect inputs to a certain extent, and therefore, the use of 
data validation may affect the quality of spreadsheets pos-
itively. After the experimental treatment, the participants 
started using data validation. Separating cells containing 
inputs from wholes containing outputs (formulas or func-
tions), as well as their different formatting may also affect 
spreadsheet usability positively. After the experimental 
treatment, the users started separating inputs and outputs 
more frequently and formatting them differently.

Getting to understand spreadsheet and its modification 
may be difficult if the spreadsheet contains complex for-
mulas. Experimental treatment significantly affected the 
reduction in the number of spreadsheets containing com-
plex formulas. Therefore, if the spreadsheet developers 
are aware of the specific negative consequences of spread-
sheet errors, types of spreadsheet errors and good prac-
tices in creating and using spreadsheets, they will create 
more accurate, i.e. higher-quality spreadsheets.

Creating a spreadsheet for the Wall problem presented 
a medium difficult problem for participants, and their 
previous knowledge was sufficient for creating a bid in 
a spreadsheet. The participants assessed their own expe-
rience in working with Excel as very good. More than 
three-quarters of participants in the pretest believed that 
their spreadsheets did not contain errors, compared to 
somewhat fewer than three-quarters of participants in the 
posttest. The application of McNemar test for the signifi-
cance of changes showed that users are more self-confi-
dent about the accuracy of their spreadsheet models before 
experimental treatment, which included hearing stories 
about specific spreadsheet errors, existing spreadsheet 
error taxonomies and good practices guidelines for cre-
ating spreadsheets. The experimental treatment affected 
spreadsheet developers' self-confidence (or overconfidence 
as Panko would term it). Therefore, as proved by Benham 
and Gullian (2005); Panko (2007; 2009); Raković (2014) 
and Purser and Chadwick (2006), the study confirmed 

that spreadsheet developers aware of stories of spread-
sheet errors, their taxonomies and good practices guide-
lines have a lower self-confidence regarding the accuracy 
of their spreadsheet models. In addition to self-confidence, 
the experimental treatment affected the opinion that the 
participants had about the claim that spreadsheet errors 
can be the cause of wrong business decisions. After the 
experimental treatment, spreadsheet developers believe to 
a greater extent that errors can affect decision making in 
organizations extremely negatively.

Based on the above discussion on the research results, 
it can be concluded that both research hypotheses are 
accepted, that is, spreadsheet developers aware of spread-
sheet errors and taxonomies and good practices of spread-
sheet development will create more accurate and high-
er-quality spreadsheets, and be less self-confident about 
the accuracy of spreadsheets.

6 Conclusion
Spreadsheets are mostly created by end users who lack 
adequate IT knowledge, and very often do not know most 
spreadsheet possibilities either. In addition, spreadsheet 
developers are overconfident and unaware of risks entailed 
by the use of these applications. If it is (almost) impossible 
to eliminate the creation and use of spreadsheets (user-de-
veloped applications), then they need to be placed under 
control in a way. If spreadsheet developers are well-in-
formed about spreadsheet errors (specific examples and 
taxonomies), and good practices of spreadsheet creation, 
they will create higher-quality spreadsheets. Therefore, 
spreadsheet based courses also need to include topics about 
spreadsheet errors and good practices. Organizations bas-
ing their key business processes on user developed appli-
cations in spreadsheet programs should organize courses 
dealing with these subjects and create a strategy of man-
aging this part of Shadow IT. The very awareness of the 
risks of spreadsheet errors is bound to affect positively the 
quality of developed spreadsheets. It is also important to 
note that participation in the quasi-experiment enabled 
students to acquire valuable experiences that will facil-
itate handling spreadsheets in their professional careers.

6.1 Limitations of the study and proposals for 
further research
Research design belongs to the group of quasi-experi-
mental designs, because rather than dividing students 
into groups by random choice, existing groups were 
taken, which implicates a more lenient control of external 
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variables. In addition to an insufficient number of partici-
pants, which was, in this research, compensated by the use 
of Bootstrapping, an improved design would require form-
ing a control and experimental group by randomizing. 
Another deficiency that can be mentioned is participation 
of students instead of participants who are employed, and 
create and use spreadsheets in their job. So, the proposals 
for future research are to form two groups of users who 
use spreadsheets at their workplace and conduct the same 

experiment. In addition to the questionnaire, it would also 
be good to conduct a semi-standardized interview before 
and after control treatment, which would gather data that 
could be the subject of qualitative data processing.
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Appendix 1 – Wall Problem
A calculation of bid for construction of a wall should be 
made in Excel, bearing in mind the following:

• Two options need to be offered: stone and brick.
• Workers will work three eight-hour days to build the 

wall. The number of workers is 2.
• The wall will be 6 metres long, 1.8 metres high and 

0.6 metres thick.
• The workers' hourly wage is 10 $. Another 20 % need 

to be added to the total of paid earnings.
• Stones cost 3 $ per cubic metre, and bricks 2 $ per 

cubic metre.
• The profit should be 30 % of the cost price.

Save the document under the name SurnameFirstname.
xlsx.

Appendix 2 – A possible solution for a bid for 
construction of a wall (according to Panko, 1996)

Appendix 3 – Questionnaire
Surname and first name:
Gender:
Year of birth:

1. Time required for completing the task (min) 
_____

2. Task difficulty (assessments from 1 to 7; 1 – easy, 
7 – difficult) _____

3. My knowledge was (assessments from 1 to 7; 1 – 
sufficient, 7 – insufficient) _____

4. Assess experience in work with Excel (assessments 
from 1 to 7; 1 – no experience, 7 – expert level 
experience) _____

5. Do you believe that your application 
contains errors?

YES
NO

6. Assess the accuracy of your application from 0 % 
to 100 % (0 % - completely inaccurate, 100 % – 
completely accurate) _____

7. State the degree of agreement with the following 
statement: Spreadsheet errors may be a cause 
of wrong business decisions (assessments from 
1 to 7; 1 – I do not agree, 7 – I fully agree) _____
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Appendix 4
Table Bootstrap for Independent Samples Test

Mean 
Difference

Bootstrapa

Bias Std. Error Sig. 
(2-tailed)

95 %.

Lower

E1 – Accurate 
output results

Pretest
Equal variances assumed -019 0.001 0.126 0.874 -0.282

Equal variances not assumed -0.019 0.001 0.126 0.875 -0.282

Posttest
Equal variances assumed 0.454 0.000 0.120 0.001 0.218

Equal variances not assumed 0.454 0.000 0.120 0.002 0.218

E2 – Errors in 
model setup

Pretest
Equal variances assumed 0.098 0.007 0.133 0.455 -0.147

Equal variances not assumed 0.098 0.007 0.133 0.456 -0.147

Posttest
Equal variances assumed -0.357 0.002 ‘117 0.003 -0.581

Equal variances not assumed -0.357 0.002 ‘117 0.004 -0.581

E3 – Hardcoding 
errors

Pretest
Equal variances assumed -0.018 -0.001 0.088 0.848 -0.184

Equal variances not assumed -0.018 -0.001 0.088 0.847 -0.184

Posttest
Equal variances assumed -0.677 0.004b 0.102b 0.003b -0.860b

Equal variances not assumed -0.677 0.004b 0.102b 0.003b -0.860b

E4 – Input errors

Pretest
Equal variances assumed 0.071 0.002 0.129 0.584 -0.168

Equal variances not assumed 0.071 0.002 0.129 0.584 -0.168

Posttest
Equal variances assumed -0.373 0.001 ‘112 0.005 -0.584

Equal variances not assumed -0.373 0.001 ‘112 0.007 -0.584

E5 – Use of 
validation

Pretest
Equal variances assumed

Equal variances not assumed

Posttest
Equal variances assumed 0.286 -0.003 0.072 0.009 0.143

Equal variances not assumed 0.286 -0.003 0.072 0.006 0.143

E6 – Separated 
inputs and outputs

Pretest
Equal variances assumed 0.015 0.001° 0.057° 0.825° -0.103°

Equal variances not assumed 0.015 0.001b 0.057b 0.832b -0.103b

Posttest
Equal variances assumed 0.530 -0.001 0.097 0.001 0.337

Equal variances not assumed 0.530 -0.001 0.097 0.001 0.337

E7 – Differently 
formatted inputs 
and outputs

Pretest
Equal variances assumed

Equal variances not assumed

Posttest
Equal variances assumed 0.286 -0.003 0.078 0.011 0.139

Equal variances not assumed 0.286 -0.003 0.078 0.008 0.139

E8 – Use of 
complex formulas

Pretest
Equal variances assumed -0.152 0.000 ‘131 0.248 -0.394

Equal variances not assumed -0.152 0.000 ‘131 0.249 -0.394

Posttest
Equal variances assumed -0.623 0.003 0.109 0.001 -0.820

Equal variances not assumed -0.623 0.003 0.109 0.001 -0.820
a Unless otherwise noted, bootstrap results are based on 1000 bootstrap samples
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